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Abstract: The interpolation of the function x -l/(1 - xr) generating the series f(r) = E~ac,r at the zeros of an orthogonal 
polynomial with respect to a distribution da satisfying some conditions will give us a process for accelerating the convergence of 
/,(r)=E” ,_ac,r’. Then, we shall see that the polynomial of best approximation of x + l/(1 - xf) over some interval or its development 
in Chebyshev polynomials T, or (i, are only particular cases of the main theorem. 
At last, we shall show that all these processes accelerate linear combinations with positive coefficients of totally monotonic and 
oscillating sequences. 
Keywork Pad&type approximants. Stieltjes-series, totally monotonic sequence. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us first recall the definition and main properties of Pad&type approximants [3, p. 9-111. 
Let f be a formal power series in one variable 
a0 
j(t)= c c;t’, C,ER, vi. 
i - 0 
Let us define the linear functional c acting on the space of real polynomials by: 
c(x’)=ci fori=O, l,... 
The number c, is called the moment of order i of the functional c. We get immediately 
fW=c(&). 
The function x + l/(1 - xt) is called the generating function of the seriesf. 
Let u be an arbitrary polynomial of degree k 
u(x) = b0 + b,x + . . . + b,xk 
and let us define w by: 
w(r) = c ( u(x) -u(t) x-t 1 
where c acts on x, t being a parameter. w is a polynomial of degree k - 1. 
Let us now define B and d by G(r) = tk-‘w(r-‘) and C(t) = t%(r-‘). We have: 
Gqt)/a(t)-f(t)=o(tk), t-,0. 
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Such a rational approximant to f is called a Pad&type approximant and it is denoted 
(k - l/G(t). 
u is called the generating polynomial of the approximant. Brezinski [3, p. 211 proved the following results: 
- If P is the Lagrange interpolation of the generating function off at k arbitrary points X, in the complex 
plane, then 
c(P) = (k - l/k)/(t) 
where the generating polynomial u of the approximant is 
u(x)=(x-x,)(x-x&.*(x-xxk). 
If some of the interpolation points x, comcide, we still have: 
c(P) = (k - l/k),(t), 
P being the general Hermite interpolation polynomial of the generating function off. This property will be 
systematically used in the sequel. 
- Pointwise convergence. Let t E D, domain of convergence off, if for all k, the zeros x, of u are such that 
tx, E [-a, 01, with a > 0, then the sequence (k - l/k),(t) converges to f(t) when k + CO. 
In this paper, we shall only consider the particular case 
where (Y is bounded and non decreasing in [a, b]. 
Let us now begin with the main theorem. 
2. Approximation of series 
We consider a real-valued non decreasing bounded function ~1 which takes infinitely many different 
values. By a weight function w(x) = p’(x) will be meant the derivative of the absolutely continuous 
distribution CL. The support of dp, i.e. the set of the points of increase of p(x) is noted Br(dp) 
Lemma 2.1. [9, p. 1171. lfBr(dp)c [ -1, 11, then 
>l VZEC--[-l,l] 
where R, is the orthogonal polynomial of degree n with respect to the distribution dp and where dz is the 
branch which takes real positive values for z > 1. 
Lemma 2.2. [9, p. 123-1241. If Br(dp) = [ - 1, l] and p’(x) > 0 for almost all x E [ - 1, 11, then 
lim Tl;;j;(xll<l VxE[-l,l] 
II-00 
Let r be defined on C by: 
7(Y)=Y-f(a+b) 
f(b-a) ’ 
Set X= T(X), A = 7(t-‘) for x E C, t E C*. T maps the real interval [a, b] one-to-one onto [ - 1, l] 
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Main Theorem: Let f(t)= l,hdo(x)/(l - xt), t-’ E 6: - [a,b], a bounded and nondecreasing. Let Rz( x) = 
R,( r( x)) = R,( X) for x E [a, b], where R, is the orthogonal polynomial of degree n with respect to some 
distribution dp such that Br(dp) = [ - 1, 1) and p’(X) > 0 for almost all X E [ - 1, l] (this lust condition may 
be replaced by 
lim JqY&l, VXE[-l,l]). 
n-m 
Let 
P,(x) = 
1 - R;(x)/R;(t-‘) 
1 -xt 
be the polynomial interpolating x + I/( 1 - xt ) at the the zeros of Rz. Under these conditions, we have 
lim []c(P,)-f(t)]]“nS]B]<l 
n++CC 
with B=A - \lA’- 1. (In the cutplane, we have JB] < 1, VA EC -[-1, 11.) 
Proof. Let e, = c( P,) - f (t) be the error 
1 
/ 
bR*,tx) 2 1 
do(x)= b-a tR,(A) / 
+IR (X) 
e, = -- 
R;(t-‘) CI 1 -xt 
AdP(X) _1 A - X 
with d/3(X) = dcw( r-‘( X)). It follows that 
(t-’ Q [a, b] * A 6C [ -1, 11). 
Using Lemma 2.2, we get 
1 lim lenl’/n < ~ * lim (enI 
lim]R,(A)]l’” n-+m 
‘/n ( ]B] < 1 (Lemma 2.1). 
n-tm 
- 
n 
B=A-{AZ-1 suchthat]B(<l. 0 
As we shall see now, this theorem has many applications. Indeed, many summation processes satisfy the 
conditions of the main theorem (Sections 2.1 to 2.6). 
2.1. Pad6 approximants 
Theorem 2.3. The Pad&approximant [n - l/n], (t ) to the series f (t ) = IEy_Oc, t ” with 
c, = 
I 
bx”da(x), t-’ E [a, b], 
(I 
(Y bounded and nondecreasing in [a, b] satisfies 
i& ][n-l/n]t(t)-f(t)l”fls]B]2 
n-00 
with B defines as above. 
Proof. We know that the generating polynomial of the Pad&approximant [n - l/n],(t) is orthogonal with 
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respect to the distribution defining ( c”),,~~. We have 
where d/3(X) = da( TP1( X)) = da(x). 
If we consider the sequence of polynomials R,, which are orthogonal with respect to the distribution d/3. 
we obtain: 
1 
/ 
’ R tx> 
-!!--d/?( X). ‘“=tR,o -, A-X 
We have l&,,,lR,( A)1 “’ > ]A + dz/ > 1 (Lemma 2.1). 
Using the development of the function X + l/(A - X) in T,, Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind 
[14, p. 153; 161: 
(where E’kL,,~k = iu, + u1 + u2 + u3 + * * * ) we get 
since 
/ 
* T,(X)R,,(X)dj3(X)=O, k=O,l,..., n-l. 
-1 
Now, for all X E [ - 1, l] [T,( X)1 G 1 by construction of T,l. Thus 
(I’ 4(X)R.(X)da(X)lsI_‘lIR,(X)/dP(X) 
-1 
and 
We obtain 
lim lenll’n < PI 
“-+CC IA+&q =‘B12<1. q 
This result has been obtained by Baker [2, p. 2201, but in a different way. 
2.2. Best approximation of the generating function 
The polynomial of best approximation of X -+ l/(X - A) for X E [ - 1, l] is given by [12, p. 33-341: 
P.(X)=A- B” -cos( n+ + 8) 
X-A A2-1 
Theorem 2.4. &,,,,Ic(P,) -f(t)l”” < I B I < 1 where P, is defined as above. 
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Proof. P,,(X) interpolates X + l/(X - A) at the zeros of cos(n+ + 8); let us set: 
R~+,(X)=(X-A)cos(ncp+6), 
R n + , is a polynomial of degree (n + 1). We have: 
R.+,(X)= -T,(X)+&,+,(x)+ $Xx). 
R,(X)= -l+ & + ;X= -1 +AX. 
Using the recurrence relation between the Chebyshev polynomials T,: 
T,+,(X)=2XT,(X)-T,-,(X) 
We get 
(1) R,+,(X)= 2X&+,(X)- R,,(X), ‘# n > 1; 
(2) P”+I(x)= 2BXP,(X)-B*P,_,(X)-22, v n 2 1. 
Since the coefficient of R, in the relation (1) is positive, it follows, from a result due to Favard [7], that 
CR,),,, is orthogonal with respect to some distribution dp. From the alternance theorem of Chebyshev, we 
know that R, has all its zeros in [ - 1, 11. 
The sequence ( Rn)nEN satisfies the conditions of the main theorem and thus: 
lim lenl’/n= iim If(r)-~(Pn)l”“SIB1<1. 0 
n-r* n-+m 
Since R, is explicitly known, we have a more precise expression of lenI 
Remark 2.5. If t 4 Iw, P,,(X) is no more the polynomial of best approximation but it is still the interpolation 
polynomial of X -+ l/(X - A) at some x, E Q). 
Theorem 2.4. When n tena to infinity c( P, ) tends to f (t ) uniformly in t on every compact K subset of 
C -[a -1, b-1 I. 
Proof. 
supIf(c(P,,)I< 2’B’” “,M=I’ Idp( 
IcK ltlp* - 11 b - a -1 
2M PI” 
’ b - a f:t plp2 - II’ 
t z 0. 
l/wll~2 - 11) is bounded on K and sup,,KIB(n ---) 0 when n + CO. o 
Let us give an example 
Log(1 - 1) 
f(t)= t = i c,t’ with 
1 1 
c, = 7 = x’dx. 
I==0 2+1 J 0 
For Log 2 = f( - 1) we have t = - 1, [a, b] = [0, l] 
A= 
t-‘-i(a+b) 
+(b-a) = 
-3 and B=A+dz~, IBI<l, B=-3+&, 
M= 
J 
‘dx=l. 
0 
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We get 
If(-l)-~(P,)I=le,J~al-3+J81”=$(0.172)”. 
This implies le,,l < lo- 16; in practice we have le,,l= 10-16. 
2.3. Deueiopment of the generating function in a series of Chebyshev polvnomials of the first kind 
Instead of replacing l/(X - A) by its polynomial of best approximation, we shall replace it by its 
development in Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind: 
where B is defined as in Section 2.2 and C’r=,,u, = ;u, + u1 + u2 + * * . . See [14, p. 153, 161. 
Let us set 
P,,(X)= 3 $BkTk(X) 
k-0 
where the prime has the same meaning as above. 
Remark 2.7. P, used in this paragraph is different from that in theorem 2.4. The same for R,. 
Theorem 2.8. G,,_,lf(t)-c(Pn)l”n=G lB( -c 1 with P, defined above. 
Proof. The relation 
P,(X)= 1 -R.+,(X)/Rn+,(A) X-A 
gives 
.+l(w .‘A * :“+,(A) =-&p~(X)=__!JL E BkTk(X), I- B2 kc”+, 
R,+t(X) = ;y;12 
R,+,(A) 
f B’TX+,,+,( X) (X-A). 
k-0 I 
We set: 
R.+,(X)= (X-A) f B”T,+,+,(X): R,,+,(A)= $j$, 
k=O 
so that limlR,,(A)I”” = l/IBI; 
R.+,(X)= -A c Bkq+k+l(X)+ c Bk’X* T,+l+ktx). 
k-0 k=O 
From the relation between (Tn)nEN, we get: 
R.+I(X)= - $,+1(X) + +r,(X). 
As in Section 2.2, the sequence (R,, ,)naO verifies: 
R,+,(X)=2XR,(X)-R._,(X), R,(X)= -;lB, R,(X)= -2xz;BBx+1 
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and 
lim I&+,( X)]ln~+‘)S lim 
n-CC 
n_ac (+ + &J”‘+“= 1. 
If A E Iw, the polynomials (R,), 2, are orthogonal with respect to some distribution dp. 
Let us prove that Br(dp)c [ -1, 11 or that R,+, has all its zeros in [ - 1, 11. Because of the relation 
R,+,(X)=2XR,(X)-R,-,(X), R,+, has all its zeros in some interval of R. Let X be a zero of R,, ,: 
R,+,(X)=0 0 lT,+,(X)I=IBI*IK(X)I 
+L?,I(X)I 4r,V)l 
which is impossible if XE[-1, 11. So (R,+,),,_. satisfies the assumptions of the main theorem and we 
obtain: 
lim If(t)-C(PJ’n= lim ]eJ’“<(B(<l. q 
n-cc n-+m 
Since R,+,(X)= $7’,‘,(X)-(1/2B)T’+,(X), we obtain a more precise error bound 
lenI 6 
4]BJ”+*M 2 .- 
lo*-ll(l-l~l)jtl 6-a 
(2 f 0). 
ForLog2,t=-l,A=-3,M=l,B=--0.172andwehave 
le ) ww 
“6 3.9 . 
This error bound is slightly greater than the one using the polynomial of best approximation. 
2.4. Development of the generating function in a series of Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind 
In 
1 U(X) 
=fi _, A-X’ / 
we replace l/(X - A) by its expansion in a series of Chebyschev polynomials of the second kind: 
1 
-= 
X-A 
-2B g BkUk( X). 
k-0 
The sequence (U,),,, verifies [14, p. 49, 161 
u,+,(x) = 2xu,b) - V,-,(x) V,=l, U,(x)=2x 
sup [U,(x)1 = U,(l) = (n + 1). 
xC[-1, l] 
Let us set P,(X)= -2BE;:_,B”U,(X). 
ThWrem 2.9. G,,,If (t) - c( P,,)\“” < IBI < 1 with P, defined above. 
Proof. P,, interpolates X-, l/(X- A) at the zeros of R,+, with 
.+*(X) XL4 RR,,,(A) = -2B E BkUk(X). 
k--n+1 
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As in Section 2.3 we get: 
RI+,(X)= 4u,(X)- &q+,(X). R,+,(A) = - j$. 
p,+,(X)) d gf + + 2 ii% lR,+,( x)I’/n+1 ,< .
t?-co 
The sequence ( R,),z 1 satisfies 
&,+,(X)=2X&(X)-R,-,(X), 
R,(X)=+&, R,(X)= F +x+& 
and so, (R,+l),ao are orthogonal with respect to some distribution dp over some interval of 
Section 2.3, this interval is [ - 1, 11. ( R,),20 satisfies the assumptions of the main theorem and 
EG Ic(p,)-f(t)l”“~IB1<1. 0 
“-+CQ 
R; as in 
we have: 
‘his summation process is exactly the same which has been studied by Niethammer [13]; this will be 
proved in [15]. 
More precisely: 
ie,l d 
4B”+‘(n + 1 - n/B]) . M 
]r](b-a)(1 -B2) - 
For Log 2 we get (e,,] Q (0.172)“. 0.7 * (0.828~ + 1). This error bound is greater than that of Sections 2.2 and 
2.3. 
2.5. L’ approximation of the generating function 
After having approximated l/(X - A) on [ - 1, l] by its best approximation polynomial, viz. approxi- 
mation in Lm, 
LP=(,:lR +Iw l[/_1l ]t(X)pdX]“‘< +c+ 
Loo= 9:IW+RI 
i 
_I,“;: +1 IVX)I < ++ 
we shall use the approximation of l/(X - A) in L’ and L* norms (see Section 2.6). We shall see that the 
points of interpolation of l/(X - A) corresponding to the two different approximations are the zeros of 
orthogonal polynomials which satisfy the assumptions of the main theorem. 
Akhiezer [l] has proved that the polynomial P,*(X) which minimizes: 
// 
l P,*(X)- 
-1 
$I+ 
is the interpolation polynomial of X + l/(X- A) at the zeros of U,+,(X). We are precisely in the 
hypothesis of main theorem with: 
R,+,(X) = v,+,(X) and P,*(X)=P,*(T-‘(x))=P,,(x). 
Thus 
Theorem 2.10. 
lim Jen]‘/n= lim If(r)-c(P,)I”“~JB(<l, 
n-+00 n-m 
where P, is the best L’-appromation of the function X + l/(X - A) on [a, b]. 
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2.6. L’-approximation of the generating function 
In [ll] Jurkatt and Shawyer give the best L’-approximation polynomial of l/(X - A) with A > 1 over 
the interval [ - 1, l] 
R,*(X)= - i (2k-t l)q,(A)p,(X) 
k-0 
1 =-- 
X-A c { p,+,(X)q,(A)-p,(X)q,+,(A)} 
where p,( X) is the Legrendre polynomial of degree n and q,(X) is the associated Legendre function. 
q,(X) = +r,$dt, 
where the integral is a Cauchy principal value, when X E [ - 1, 11. P,*(X) interpolates l/(X - A) at the 
zeros ofp,,+,(X)q,(A)-p,(X)q,+,(A). Let us set 
R??+,(X) =P,+,(x) -PJX)q;+;$) 9 
n 
we have R,,+,(A)= l/(n + l)q,(A) 
Theorem 2.11. iGii,,,jf (t) - c( Pn)l”n $1 BI < 1 where P,, is the best L2-approximation of l/( X - A) over 
Ia, bl. 
Proof. Let us show that the polynomial R n+l( X) satisfies the assumptions of the main theorem, viz. 
R,+,(X) is orthogonal with respect to dp, Br(dp)c[-1, l] andlim,,,]R,,(X)]““< 1. 
Jurkatt and Shawyer proved Ill]: 
4,+1(A) _ B_, 
q,(A) 
(n-+ co). 
- 
B is defined as above: A rj(B + l/B), B = A - d= such that 1Bj < 1. Thus hm,_,]R,+,( X)]“n+’ 
f 1 since lim ._,]p,(X>] “=LVXq--1,11,[17,p. 1951. 
To show that R ,,+ ,( X) is orthogonal with respect to some distribution dp over [ - 1, 11, we must find its 
three terms recurrence relationship. The recurrence relation between p, _, , p,, and p,, + , is: 
P,il(X) = $-+xp,(x) - *Pn_,(“). 
Replacing in the definition of R, + 2 and eliminating p,,_ , , we find: 
R,+,(X)= 4+,X- ;:I;;;; + ‘;i+;$’ . + R,,+,(X) 
” n+l 1 
-q,,_l(A) “+I (A) c A”+zR CX) . - 
q;(A) ,,+I A,,+1 ’ 
with A,, , = (2n + l)/(n + 1) and C,,+, = n/(n + 1). 
q,+1(A) has the same sign as A”“, thus 
4,-*Wqn+,(4 c 
d(A) 
A,+2 > o 
PI+] A 
n+l 
and the R,+,’ s are orthogonal with respect to some distribution dp. 
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LetusshownowthatBr(d~)~[-1,1]viz.R,+,(X)#O,VX~[-1,1].Weknow that 
4,(A) 1 
* q,+,(A) = 2n + 1 
n+lA - 2-i qm;;(r’ 
while the same holds for p,, p, _ i, p, + i . 
We shall show by induction that 
4,-1(A) > Pn-l(X) 
%(A) P"(X) 
v X> 1 VA > 1 
7 
This is true for n = 1 
a,(A) 1 -= 
q,(A) A _ 2 
and p,,(X)= f. 
A+1 
Log - 
I I A-l 
A simple calculation shows that: 
q&I) > PO(X) - VA>l, VX>l. 
q,(A) P,(X) 
Now, if 
q,-,(A) > P,-I(X) 
q,(A) P,(X) ’ 
we have 
2n+lA_ n q,-l(A) - - 
n-cl 4JA) 
<2n- n P,-i(X) 
n+l n+l n+l P,(X) 
~ q,+,(A) < P,+I(X) 
q,(A) P,(X) ’ 
qn+,( A)/q,( A) has the same sign as A, thus it is strictly positive and we deduce: 
q,(A) P”(X) 
q,+,(A) ’ pn+dX> 
VA>l, VX>l, Vn>,O. 
Itfollowsthatp,+,(X)~p,(X).q,+,(A)/q,(A)sincep,+,(X)~OforX~1.ThusR,+,(X)~O,VX~1. 
If now XC -1, we have: 
P,(X) <O VX<-1 and 
q,+,(A) >0 
P,+,(X) q,(A) 
=a R,+,(X) =pn+,(X) -P,(X) ‘;+;$) =Pn(X> 
Pn+l(X) q,+,(A) 
n 
p(X) - 
n I q,(A) . 
Thus R,, 1( X) and p,,(X) have different signs and 
R,+,(X)#O forX< -1. 
(Rn)ne~ obey a three term recurrence with a positive coefficient for R,_,, and are nonzero for X> 1, 
Xc -1. Therefore, (R,+,),+. are orthogonal with respect to dp such that Br(dp)c [ -1, l] [7] and 
lim,,,jR,+,(X)I”” < 1. 
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Table 1 
n (1) (2) (3) 
0 6.10-* 1 3 .10-2 
6 2.10-a 2.6.10-5 7 .10-’ 
10 3.10-‘2 2 .10-s 2 .10-R 
14 lo-‘5 2 .10-” 6 .lO-” 
16 lo-l6 5.6.10-” 2.3.10-‘4 
The main theorem gives: 
lim ]e,]‘/“<]B]<l. 0 
n-co 
An open problem whether the best approximation of X + l/(X - A) over [ - 1, 11 in the LP norm is a 
polynomial which interpolates l/(X - A) at the zeros of some orthogonal polynomial over [ - 1, l] or not; 
the result is true for p = 1, 2 and cc. 
Remark 2.12. From the recurrence relation between R,(X) and from P,(X) = (1 - R,( X)/R,( A))/( X- 
A), we can deduce a relation giving c( P,,+ ,) in terms of c( P,), c( P,,_ ,) and c(xP,,). Thus the calculation of 
c(P,+,) is very simple: 
e(P,+,) -4&P,) l c44PJ-- C,c(P,-1). 
To end this section, let us give a numerical example. 
For Log 2 we get the following results (see Table 1): 
(1) errors with the best approximation in L*; 
(2) (0.172)“; 
(3) errors with Pad&approximants. 
3. Convergence acceleration of sequences 
In this section, we shall study the sequences accelerated by the various processes described in Section 2. 
Let ($),,a be a real sequence which converges to S. We may change S,, into the partial sums of series 
by setting. 
AS-, 
c’)=so, c,= 2 
t’ 
) i>,l, EW-{0) 
* S,, = t c,t’ and S= i c,t’ if it exists. 
r-o r=O 
Letf(t)=E.P”_,c,t’; we havef(t)=S. 
Let us choose an arbitrary sequence of polynomials R, satisfying the conditions of the main theorem. 
We obtain a process denoted T. T:(S,,),,, + (c(P,,)),,, and we set T(S,,)= c( P,). 
The sequence (S,) is said to be tota& monotonic if: 
(-l)kAkS,,20 forn,k=O, 1, 2 ,... 
where A is defined as A’S, = S, and Ak”S, = A(AkS,,) = AkS,+, - AkS,, for n, k = 0, 1,. . . We shall write 
(S,,) E TM. 
We shall say that (S,,) is totally oscillating and we shall write (S,,) E TO if (( - l)“S,) E TM. A convergent 
TO sequence converges to zero. 
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Brezinski [4] proved that 
S -s 
.limm ;y- s =p~]O,l] for(S,,)ETM 
and 
Jirnm 
s -S 
iI’_ s = p~[-l,O[ for(S,,)ETO. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (S,,) be a real sequence converging to S. If there exists a real t E ] - co. 1[ such that 
then T( S,, ) converge to S and we haue 
lim IT(&) - Sl”” <IBI<l (BjollowsoiaA=2R/t-1). 
“-03 
Proof. If (AS,_,/t”) E TM, then (c,,),~~ E TM and f(t) is a Stieltjes series 
t< 1, 
We have l/t E [0, l] 2 [0, l/R] because R 2 1 [4, p. 1771 
R=[nz(yi]-‘to. 
We apply the main theorem with [a, b] = [0, l/R] and we get Theorem 3.1. 0 
Theorem 3.2, Some of the processes T accelerate all convergent (S,,) E TO which satisfy lim S/S”_, = -1. n-cc ” 
Proof. Because (S,,) is convergent and lim,_,S,,/S,_, = -1, we have lim,,_,AS,,/AS,,_, = -1 which 
leads to R = l/~lAS,JAS,_,(= 1. Therefore application of Theorem 3.1 with T= -1, R = 1 (thus 
A = -3, ]B] = 3 - \/s) leads to: 
lim IT(&)-S,/““<3-J8, 
“--roe 
Thus 
lim IS, - S]“” = lim ]S,]‘/” = 1 (since S, + 0, n + 00). 
n-too n-+cc 
Before proving that T accelerates all the convergent TO sequences, we need: 
Lemma 3.3. If (S, ) E TM, then ( - AS, _ , /p”) E TM where 
P = .lirnm P E]O, 11. 
Proof. It is based on the remark that the product of an MS sequence and a TM sequence is an MS 
sequence. (MS = the set of sequences of Stieltjes moments) and on the fact that a converging MS sequence 
is a TM sequence [6]. 0 
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Theorem 3.4. Some of the processes T accelerate all the convergent TO sequences 
Proof. 
(SJ,>OETO 3 (-4-,),.,~T0 
* (( -l)“+‘ASn_,)n>, E TM. 
If 
S?f+* - S s 
p = Iim = lim a, 
n-m s,--s n+m S” 
we know that p E [ - 1, 0[ and we have 
AS,+, 
~=Jir”, as, * 
-AS,_, 
i 1 P” 
E TM (Lemma 3.3). 
Theorem 3.1 with t = p gives 
lim IT(S,)-SI”“= lim IT(s,)/““<lBI 
n-+Do n+m 
where B = A + dz and A = 2/p - 1 < 0. (The R in Theorem 3.1 is now Itl/lpl = 1.) This, compared 
with lim “_,,I$ - S(‘/” = lim,_,lS,,l’/” = (p( shows that: 
lim IT&>-Sl __-, 
n-+m S” - s 
because 
VP=[-l,O[,(BI= -(2/~-1)-/(2/p-1)~-1<(~(. q 
We obtain easily: 
Corollary 3.5. If (S,), 3 0 converges to S and if two constants a # 0 and b exist such that (a& + b) E TO, then 
T( S,) converges to S faster than (S, ). 
We also have, for TM sequences: 
Definition 3.6. The sequence (S,) is said to be logarithmic if: 
Theorem3.7.If(S,,)ETMandp=lim,_,(S,,+, - S)/(S, - S) + 1, then T accelerates (S,). 
Proof. We have (-AS,,_ ,/p”) E TM (Lemma 3.3). 
Theorem 3.1 gives, with t = p 
7 
hm 1 T( S,,) - Sl”” d I BI where 
n-CC 
B=A-d=, A=;-l>O. 
This, compared with lim,_,lS, - Sl’/n = p shows that T accelerates S,, (because 
2 * $- _-I 
\ii i P 
-l<p, vpE]O,l[). El 
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Example 3.8. If S, = (0.9)“/(n + l), (S,,) E TM and p = 0.9 
j+; -l- 
2 = 
J! i 
- - 1 - 1 = 0.52 < 0.9. 
P 
Corollary 3.9. Ij( S,, ) converges to S and if there exist two constants a # 0 and b such that (as,, + b) E TM and 
p = lim n-m(Sn+l - S)/( S, - S) # 1, then T accelerates (S,,). 
And we have, at least: 
Theorem 3.10. Zj (S,,) = (au, + bu,, ) where 
(i) (u,) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.7; 
(ii) (u,) E TO converges; 
(iii) a, b E IF+, 
then T accelerates (S,,). 
Proof. We only need to apply the main theorem of the second section where [a, b] = [ - p2/p,, l] (p, and p2 
are, respectively, lim *A and lim ‘6) and to observe that a linear combination with positive coefficients 
of non decreasing bounded functions is still a non decreasing bounded function. 0 
Theorem 3.10 can easily be generalized to finite linear combinations with positive coefficients of non 
logarithmic TM sequences or convergent TO sequences. 
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